Providing an Acceptable Photograph for your National Bus Pass

The following guidance should help you to provide an acceptable photograph for your pass. Your photograph will be printed on your National Bus Pass so that you can be identified as the pass holder when travelling. We cannot issue a pass without a photo which meets these guidelines.

Please supply a recent colour passport photograph. It must be:

- Standard passport size 45mm high x 35mm wide (millimetres)
- Taken against a pale, neutral background
- You must be facing forward, looking straight towards the camera
- You must not be wearing any head covering, unless it is worn for religious beliefs or medical reasons
- Nothing should be covering your face, please make sure the outline of your eyes, nose and mouth are all clearly visible

The following are examples of good and bad photographs:

Good

No headgear

Over exposed

Low resolution

Shadow/dark background

No black & white

Portrait style

Too far away

Too close

No group photos